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(54) COMBINED LAMP STRIP CONTROLLER AND COMBINED LAMP STRIP CONTROL METHOD

(57) A combined lamp strip controller and a com-
bined lamp strip control method, related to the technical
field of circuit control. The lamp strip controller comprises:
a power supply circuit, a control circuit, an infrared trans-
mitting circuit, an infrared receiving circuit and a drive
circuit, wherein the drive circuit is a bridge drive circuit,
and the infrared transmitting circuit, the infrared receiving
circuit and the drive circuit are connected to the control

circuit in an integrated manner. In the embodiments of
the present invention, an infrared sensing assembly is
used to sense changes in the environment around a lamp
strip, and finally the lamp strip is driven by an infrared
sensing control signal to switch a lighting mode, and one
or more program instructions are further used to imple-
ment at least one sensing control mode.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] Embodiments of the present invention relate to
the technical field of circuit control, and in particular, to
a combined lamp strip controller and a combined lamp
strip control method.

Background

[0002] With the development of LED light source-
based illumination devices, many lamp strips have ap-
peared on the market, which are used in jewelry cabinets,
cosmetics cabinets, boutique cabinets, wine cabinets,
glassware cabinets, cultural relic display cabinets, med-
icine cabinets, bar counters, supermarket refrigerated
display cabinets and other occasions for decorating the
environment at night. Common lamp strips include Great
Wall lamp bars, LED lamp bars, LED soft light bars, light
bars, FPC lamp bars, etc.
[0003] The lamp strips are controlled mostly using LED
lamp strip controllers. However, the lamp strip controllers
on the market cannot control the lighting mode of the
lamp strips by sensing changes in the environment
around the lamp strips, and do not have flexibility.

Summary

[0004] To this end, the embodiments of the present
invention provide a combined lamp strip controller and a
combined lamp strip control method to solve the problem
in the prior art of the single control approach of the lamp
strip controller being unable to control the lighting mode
of the lamp strip by sensing changes in the environment
around the lamp strip.
[0005] In order to achieve the above object, the em-
bodiments of the present invention provide the following
technical solutions.
[0006] According to a first aspect of the embodiments
of the present invention, a combined lamp strip controller
is provided.
[0007] The lamp strip controller comprises: a power
supply circuit, a control circuit, an infrared transmitting
circuit, an infrared receiving circuit and a drive circuit,
wherein the drive circuit is a bridge drive circuit; the power
supply circuit is configured to provide working power for
each circuit in the lamp strip controller, and the infrared
transmitting circuit, the infrared receiving circuit and the
drive circuit are connected to the control circuit in an in-
tegrated manner; the infrared transmitting circuit is con-
figured to continuously transmit an infrared signal to a
lamp strip so as to form an infrared sensing area near
the lamp strip; the infrared receiving circuit is configured
to receive the infrared signal reflected by an outside per-
son or object in the infrared sensing area and generate
an infrared sensing signal; the control circuit is configured
to receive the infrared sensing signal, and generate an

infrared sensing control signal after being triggered by
the infrared sensing signal; and the drive circuit is con-
figured to drive the lamp strip to switch a lighting mode
according to the infrared sensing control signal.
[0008] Further, the lamp strip controller further com-
prises an audio receiving and amplifying circuit connect-
ed to the control circuit in an integrated manner, wherein
the audio receiving and amplifying circuit is configured
to form an audio sensing area near the lamp strip, receive
an audio signal in the audio sensing area, and amplify
the received audio signal to form an audio sensing signal;
the control circuit is configured to receive the audio sens-
ing signal, and generate an audio sensing control signal
after being triggered by the audio sensing signal; and the
drive circuit is configured to drive the lamp strip to switch
the lighting mode according to the audio sensing control
signal.
[0009] Further, the lamp strip controller further com-
prises a point control circuit connected to the control cir-
cuit in an integrated manner, wherein the point control
circuit is configured to receive a point control operation
signal and convert the point control operation signal into
a point control sensing signal; the control circuit is con-
figured to receive the point control sensing signal, and
generate a point control sensing control signal after being
triggered by the point control sensing signal; and the drive
circuit is configured to drive the lamp strip to switch the
lighting mode according to the point control sensing con-
trol signal.
[0010] Further, the control circuit is provided with a sin-
gle-chip microcomputer containing one or more program
instructions, the one or more program instructions are
configured to execute and generate at least one mode
of sensing control signals, and a sensing control signal
of the next mode is generated according to a setting with-
in a predetermined period when the control circuit re-
ceives the next sensing signal; the sensing signal in-
cludes the infrared sensing signal, the audio sensing sig-
nal, and the point control sensing signal; and the sensing
control signal includes the infrared sensing control signal,
the audio sensing control signal, and the point control
sensing control signal.
[0011] Further, the audio receiving and amplifying cir-
cuit senses an intensity of the audio signal to generate
the audio sensing signal of a different intensity; the con-
trol circuit generates the audio sensing control signal of
a different intensity according to the intensity of the audio
sensing signal; and the drive circuit controls the lighting
frequency of the lamp strip according to the intensity of
the audio sensing control signal.
[0012] According to a second aspect of the embodi-
ments of the present invention, a combined lamp strip
control method is provided. The control method compris-
es: providing, by a power supply circuit, working power
for each circuit in a lamp strip controller; connecting, by
a control circuit, an infrared transmitting circuit, an infra-
red receiving circuit and a drive circuit in an integrated
manner; continuously transmitting, by the infrared trans-
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mitting circuit, an infrared signal to a lamp strip so as to
form an infrared sensing area near the lamp strip; receiv-
ing, by the infrared receiving circuit, the infrared signal
reflected by an outside person or object in the infrared
sensing area; generating an infrared sensing signal after
the reflected infrared signal is received by the infrared
receiving circuit; generating, by the control circuit, an in-
frared sensing control signal after being triggered by the
infrared sensing signal; and driving, by the drive circuit,
the lamp strip to switch a lighting mode according to the
infrared sensing control signal, the drive circuit being a
bridge drive circuit.
[0013] Further, the control method further comprises:
forming, by an audio receiving and amplifying circuit con-
nected to the control circuit in an integrated manner, an
audio sensing area near the lamp strip, receiving an audio
signal in the audio sensing area, and amplifying the re-
ceived audio signal to form an audio sensing signal; gen-
erating, by the control circuit, an audio sensing control
signal after being triggered by the audio sensing signal;
and driving, by the drive circuit, the lamp strip to switch
the lighting mode according to the audio sensing control
signal.
[0014] Further, the control method further comprises:
receiving, by a point control circuit connected to the con-
trol circuit in an integrated manner, a point control oper-
ation signal and converting the point control operation
signal into a point control sensing signal; generating, by
the control circuit, a point control sensing control signal
after being triggered by the point control sensing signal;
and driving, by the drive circuit, the lamp strip to switch
the lighting mode according to the point control sensing
control signal.
[0015] Further, the control circuit executes and gener-
ates at least one mode of sensing control signals by
means of one or more program instructions contained in
a single-chip microcomputer, and a sensing control sig-
nal of the next mode is generated according to a setting
within a predetermined period when the control circuit
receives the next sensing signal; the sensing signal in-
cludes the infrared sensing signal, the audio sensing sig-
nal, and the point control sensing signal; and the sensing
control signal includes the infrared sensing control signal,
the audio sensing control signal, and the point control
sensing control signal.
[0016] Further, the control method further comprises:
sensing, by the audio receiving and amplifying circuit, an
intensity of the audio signal to generate the audio sensing
signal of a different intensity; generating, by the control
circuit, the audio sensing control signal of a different in-
tensity according to the intensity of the audio sensing
signal; and controlling, by the drive circuit, the lighting
frequency of the lamp strip according to the intensity of
the audio sensing control signal.
[0017] The embodiments of the present invention have
the following advantages:
in the embodiments of the present invention, an infrared
sensing assembly is used to sense changes in the envi-

ronment around a lamp strip, and finally the lamp strip is
driven by an infrared sensing control signal to switch a
lighting mode, and one or more program instructions are
further used to implement at least one sensing control
mode; and a sensing control signal of the next mode is
generated according to a setting within a predetermined
period when the control circuit receives the next sensing
signal. In addition, the combined lamp strip control can
also support audio sensing control approach and point
control sensing control approach at the same time, which
can greatly increase the control approaches of the lamp
strip and make the control more flexible. In the audio
sensing control approach, the intensity of the audio signal
can also be sensed, and the intensity of the audio signal
is used to control the lighting frequency of the lamp strip.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0018] To describe the technical solutions in the imple-
mentations of the present invention or in the prior art more
clearly, the following briefly introduces the accompanying
drawings required for describing the implementations or
the prior art. It is obvious that the drawings in the following
description are merely exemplary, and for those of ordi-
nary skill in the art, other implementation drawings would
have been derived from the extension according to the
provided drawings without involving any inventive effort.
[0019] The structures, proportions, sizes and the like
depicted in this specification are only used to fit with the
content disclosed in the specification for understanding
and reading by those skilled in the art, but are not intend-
ed to limit the limitation conditions that can be implement-
ed in the present invention, and thus have no technically
substantive meaning. Any of the modification of structure,
the change of proportional relationship or the adjustment
of size should fall within the scope covered by the tech-
nical content disclosed in the present invention without
affecting the effects produced and the object achievable
by the present invention.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an overall circuit of
a combined lamp strip controller according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of each circuit partition
of a combined lamp strip controller according to an
embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a power supply
circuit of a combined lamp strip controller according
to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of an infrared trans-
mitting circuit of a combined lamp strip controller ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an audio receiving
and amplifying circuit of a combined lamp strip con-
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troller according to an embodiment of the present
invention; and

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a drive circuit of a
combined lamp strip controller according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

[0020] The embodiments of the present invention are
illustrated below by using the specific embodiments, and
those skilled in the art would have readily understood
other advantages and effects of the present invention
from the disclosure of this description, and it is obvious
that the described embodiments are some of the embod-
iments of the present invention rather than all the em-
bodiments. Based on the embodiments of the present
invention, all other embodiments obtained by those of
ordinary skill in the art without involving any inventive
effort fall within the scope of protection of the present
invention.

Embodiment 1

[0021] An embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides an infrared-sensing lamp strip controller. Referring
to FIGs. 1 and 2, the lamp strip controller mainly com-
prises a power supply circuit 01, an infrared transmitting
circuit 02, an infrared receiving circuit 04, a control circuit
05, and a drive circuit 06. The power supply circuit 01 is
configured to provide working power for each circuit in
the lamp strip controller, and the infrared transmitting cir-
cuit 02, the infrared receiving circuit 04 and the drive cir-
cuit 06 are connected to the control circuit 05 in an inte-
grated manner. The infrared transmitting circuit 02 is con-
figured to continuously transmit an infrared signal to a
lamp strip so as to form an infrared sensing area near
the lamp strip. The infrared receiving circuit 04 is config-
ured to receive the infrared signal reflected by an outside
person or object in the infrared sensing area and gener-
ate an infrared sensing signal. The control circuit 05 is
configured to receive the infrared sensing signal, and
generate an infrared sensing control signal after being
triggered by the infrared sensing signal. The drive circuit
06 is configured to drive the lamp strip to switch a lighting
mode according to the infrared sensing control signal.
[0022] Corresponding to the above-mentioned infra-
red-sensing lamp strip controller, an embodiment of the
present invention further discloses a combined lamp strip
control method. The control method comprises: provid-
ing, by a power supply circuit 01, working power for each
circuit in a lamp strip controller; connecting, by a control
circuit 05, an infrared transmitting circuit 02, an infrared
receiving circuit 04 and a drive circuit 06 in an integrated
manner; continuously transmitting, by the infrared trans-
mitting circuit 02, an infrared signal to a lamp strip so as
to form an infrared sensing area near the lamp strip; re-
ceiving, by the infrared receiving circuit 04, the infrared

signal reflected by an outside person or object in the in-
frared sensing area; generating an infrared sensing sig-
nal after the reflected infrared signal is received by the
infrared receiving circuit 04; generating, by the control
circuit 05, an infrared sensing control signal after being
triggered by the infrared sensing signal; and driving, by
the drive circuit 06, the lamp strip to switch a lighting
mode according to the infrared sensing control signal,
the drive circuit being a bridge drive circuit.
[0023] In the embodiment of the present invention, the
infrared transmitting circuit is used to form an infrared
sensing area near the lamp strip, and the infrared receiv-
ing circuit is used to sense changes in the environment
around the lamp strip. When passing by the lamp strip,
an outside person or object enters the infrared sensing
area and reflects the emitted infrared signal to the infrared
receiving circuit. Finally, the lamp strip is driven by the
infrared sensing control signal to switch the lighting
mode, so that the lighting of the lamp strip can be con-
trolled by way of infrared sensing, increasing the fun of
the lamp strip.
[0024] Preferably, referring to FIGs. 1 and 2, a com-
bined lamp strip controller provided by an embodiment
of the present invention further comprises an audio re-
ceiving and amplifying circuit 08 connected to the control
circuit 05 in an integrated manner. The audio receiving
and amplifying circuit 08 is configured to form an audio
sensing area near the lamp strip, receive an audio signal
in the audio sensing area, and amplify the received audio
signal to form an audio sensing signal. In this case, the
control circuit 05 is further configured to receive the audio
sensing signal, and generate an audio sensing control
signal after being triggered by the audio sensing signal.
The drive circuit 06 is further configured to drive the lamp
strip to switch the lighting mode according to the audio
sensing control signal.
[0025] Corresponding to the above-mentioned infra-
red-sensing lamp strip controller, an embodiment of the
present invention further discloses a combined lamp strip
control method. The control method further comprises:
forming, by an audio receiving and amplifying circuit 08
connected to the control circuit 05 in an integrated man-
ner, an audio sensing area near the lamp strip, receiving
an audio signal in the audio sensing area, and amplifying
the received audio signal to form an audio sensing signal;
generating, by the control circuit 05, an audio sensing
control signal after being triggered by the audio sensing
signal; and driving, by the drive circuit, the lamp strip to
switch the lighting mode according to the audio sensing
control signal.
[0026] In the embodiment of the present invention,
based on the infrared sensing control, the audio sensing
control approach can also be supported at the same time,
which can greatly increase the control approaches of the
lamp strip and make the control on the switching of the
lighting mode more flexible. Specifically, the audio re-
ceiving and amplifying circuit is used to form an audio
sensing area near the lamp strip, and the audio receiving
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and amplifying circuit can sense changes in the environ-
ment around the lamp strip. When passing by the lamp
strip, an outside person or object enters the audio sensing
area and makes a sound in the audio sensing area. The
audio receiving and amplifying circuit receives the audio
signal and amplifies same to form an audio sensing sig-
nal. Finally, the lamp strip is driven by the audio sensing
control signal to switch the lighting mode, so that the light-
ing of the lamp strip can be controlled by way of infrared
sensing, further increasing the fun of the lamp strip.
[0027] Preferably, referring to FIGs. 1 and 2, a com-
bined lamp strip controller provided by an embodiment
of the present invention further comprises a point control
circuit 03 connected to the control circuit 05 in an inte-
grated manner. The point control circuit 03 is configured
to receive a point control operation signal and convert
the point control operation signal into a point control sens-
ing signal. In this case, the control circuit 05 is further
configured to receive the point control sensing signal,
and generate a point control sensing control signal after
being triggered by the point control sensing signal. The
drive circuit 06 is further configured to drive the lamp strip
to switch the lighting mode according to the point control
sensing control signal.
[0028] Corresponding to the above-mentioned infra-
red-sensing lamp strip controller, an embodiment of the
present invention further discloses a combined lamp strip
control method. The control method further comprises:
receiving, by a point control circuit 03 connected to the
control circuit 05 in an integrated manner, a point control
operation signal and converting the point control opera-
tion signal into a point control sensing signal; generating,
by the control circuit 05, a point control sensing control
signal after being triggered by the point control sensing
signal; and driving, by the drive circuit 06, the lamp strip
to switch the lighting mode according to the point control
sensing control signal.
[0029] In the embodiment of the present invention,
based on the infrared sensing control and audio sensing
control, the point control sensing control approach can
also be supported at the same time, which can greatly
increase the control approaches of the lamp strip and
make the control on the switching of the lighting mode
more flexible. Specifically, the point control circuit is pro-
vided with a point control switch, which can manually
implement a point control operation. The point control
circuit can be used to receive the point control operation
signal and convert same into the point control sensing
signal. Finally, the lamp strip is driven by the point control
sensing control signal to switch the lighting mode, so that
the lighting of the lamp strip can be controlled by way of
infrared sensing, further increasing the fun of the lamp
strip.
[0030] Specifically, referring to FIG. 3, the power sup-
ply circuit 01 is an AC-to-DC conversion circuit capable
of converting high-voltage AC power into low-voltage DC
power. The circuit components mainly comprise a fuse
FR-1, a rectifier bridge BD1, a power chip U1, resistors

R2A, R2B, R3A, R4, R5, R6, R6C, R8, inductors L1, L2,
L1A, L2A, capacitors C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C7, CY1, di-
odes D5, D6, D7, a transistor, and a transformer T1,
wherein the rectifier bridge BD1 is composed of four di-
odes, and converts the high-voltage AC power accessing
the power supply circuit 01 into high-voltage DC power;
after the inductors L1 and L1A are connected in parallel,
two ends thereof are respectively connected to the ca-
pacitors C1, C2, which are then connected to two ends
of the inductors L2, L2A connected in parallel, such that
a high-voltage DC power filter circuit is formed to filter
the high-voltage DC power. The capacitor CY1 is ground-
ed. The capacitor C5, the resistor R5 and the diode D5
are connected in series to the power chip U1. The resistor
R4 is connected in parallel to two ends of the series circuit
part of the capacitor C5 and the resistor R5. The resistors
R2A, R2B are the starting resistors of the power chip U1.
The diode D6, the resistors R8, R3A, R6, R6C and the
capacitor C7 form a RCD circuit of the power chip U1.
The loss of the power chip U1 in the power supply circuit
01 is reduced to a certain extent. The power chip uses
an LY2335 SOP-8 chip. The diode D7 is connected to
the secondary side of the transformer. For the specific
connection, see the power supply circuit 01 in FIG. 2.
This circuit can first convert the high-voltage AC to the
high-voltage DC through the rectifier bridge BD1. The
high-voltage DC is filtered by the high-voltage DC power
filter circuit, is then converted into stable low-voltage DC
power through the transformer T1 and the diode D7, and
finally provides working power for each circuit in the lamp
strip controller through the capacitor C3, wherein an out-
put end of the power supply circuit 01 directly provides
a working voltage of 3-36 V to the lamp strip through the
drive circuit 06. In addition, the output end of the power
supply circuit 01 is further provided with a voltage stabi-
lizing circuit 07. The voltage stabilizing circuit 07 com-
prises resistors R7, R9, a capacitor C8, and a Zener diode
ZD1. The output end of the power supply circuit 01 pro-
vides a working voltage of 3.5-5.1 V to the infrared trans-
mitting circuit 02, the infrared receiving circuit 04, the
single-chip microcomputer of the control circuit 05, and
the audio receiving and amplifying circuit 08 through the
voltage stabilizing circuit 07. See FIG. 2 for the specific
circuit connection.
[0031] Referring to FIG. 4, the infrared transmitting cir-
cuit 02 comprises resistors R12, R13, R14, a transistor
Q1 and a light source LED, wherein the resistor R13 is
connected to the base of the transistor Q1, the emitter
of the transistor Q1 is grounded, and the resistor R12
and the light source LED are connected to the collector
of Q1. Referring to FIGs. 1 and 2, the infrared receiving
circuit 04 comprises a capacitor C10, a resistor R10, and
an infrared signal receiver QP1. One end of the capacitor
C10 is connected to a power output port and the other
end thereof is connected to the infrared signal receiver
QP1. Similarly, one end of the capacitor R10 is connected
to the power output port and the other end thereof is
connected to the infrared signal receiver QP1. The infra-
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red signal receiver QP1 is connected to the single-chip
microcomputer of the control circuit 05. The reflected in-
frared signal received by the infrared receiving circuit 04
is originated from the infrared signal emitted by the infra-
red transmitting circuit 02. The infrared receiving circuit
04 may be an infrared transmitter. The infrared transmit-
ter is a remote control device with a remote control func-
tion, which transmits light rays outwardly in a certain
range through an infrared transmitting tube, and is widely
used in consumer electronics, industrial and communi-
cation infrared transceivers, data transfer technology and
other fields.
[0032] Referring to FIGs. 1 and 2, the point control cir-
cuit 03 comprises resistors R3, R11, an indicator LED
and a button SW1. Two ends of the point control circuit
03 are both connected to the single-chip microcomputer.
The resistor R11 and the indicator LED are connected in
series, and the resistor R3 and the button SW1 are con-
nected in series. When the button SW1 is pressed down,
the point control circuit 03 is turned on, and the single-
chip microcomputer receives a trigger signal to generate
a lamp strip point control sensing control signal to realize
manual control.
[0033] Referring to FIG. 5, the audio receiving and am-
plifying circuit 08 comprises resistors R11, R12, R13, a
capacitor C8, a transistor Q6, and a microphone MK. The
microphone MK is configured to receive an audio signal
and convert the audio signal into an electrical signal. One
end of the microphone MK is grounded, and the other
end thereof is connected to the capacitor C9. The capac-
itor C9 is connected to the base of the transistor Q6. One
end of the resistor R11 is connected between the micro-
phone MK and the capacitor C9, and the other end there-
of is connected to a power port VCC. The base of the
transistor Q6 is further connected to the resistor R12.
One end of the resistor R12 is connected to the power
port VCC. The collector of the transistor Q6 is connected
to the resistor R13, and the collector of the transistor Q6
is connected to the single-chip microcomputer of the con-
trol circuit 05 via a port IO JIEKO. The emitter of the
transistor Q6 is grounded. The audio receiving and am-
plifying circuit 08 collects an external audio signal through
an audio amplifier, and the external audio signal is trans-
ferred to the single-chip microcomputer through the audio
receiving and amplifying circuit 08, such that the single-
chip microcomputer generates an audio sensing signal.
[0034] In a combined lamp strip controller provided by
an embodiment of the present invention, preferably, the
audio receiving and amplifying circuit 08 senses an in-
tensity of the audio signal to generate the audio sensing
signal of a different intensity; the control circuit 05 gen-
erates the audio sensing control signal of a different in-
tensity according to the intensity of the audio sensing
signal; and the drive circuit 06 controls the lighting fre-
quency of the lamp strip according to the intensity of the
audio sensing control signal.
[0035] Corresponding to the above-mentioned infra-
red-sensing lamp strip controller, an embodiment of the

present invention further discloses a combined lamp strip
control method. Preferably, the control method further
comprises: sensing, by the audio receiving and amplify-
ing circuit 08, an intensity of the audio signal to generate
the audio sensing signal of a different intensity; generat-
ing, by the control circuit 05, the audio sensing control
signal of a different intensity according to the intensity of
the audio sensing signal; and controlling, by the drive
circuit 06, the lighting frequency of the lamp strip accord-
ing to the intensity of the audio sensing control signal.
[0036] In the embodiment of the present invention, in
the audio sensing control approach, the intensity of the
audio signal can also be sensed, and the intensity of the
audio signal is used to control the lighting frequency of
the lamp strip. Still further, it is possible to control the
lighting frequency of the lamp strip by using a rhythm,
such that the lighting frequency of the lamp strip changes
with the rhythm.
[0037] Referring to FIG. 6, the drive circuit 06 is a
bridge drive circuit, which controls LED lights on the lamp
strip to change the lighting mode, and the lighting mode
can be controlled by a program written into the single-
chip microcomputer. The bridge drive circuit comprises
transistors Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, capacitors C15, C16, C17,
C18, C19, and resistors R16, R17, R18, R19, R20, R21,
R22, R23, R24. The base of the capacitor Q5 is connect-
ed to the collector of the transistor Q4 via the resistor
R16, the base of the transistor Q4 is connected to the
collector of the transistor Q5 via the resistor R17, and
the capacitors C17 and C18 are respectively connected
in parallel between the collector and the emitter of the
transistors Q5 and Q4. The collector of the transistor Q3
is connected to the collector of the transistor Q5. The
collector of the transistor Q2 is connected to the collector
of the transistor Q4. Connection lines between the col-
lector of the transistor Q3 and the collector of the tran-
sistor Q5, and between the collector of the transistor Q2
and the collector of the transistor Q4 are respectively
provided with a lamp strip access port. The base of the
transistor Q2 and the base of the transistor Q3 are re-
spectively connected to pins of the single-chip microcom-
puter via the resistors R18 and R19. The emitter of the
transistor Q2 is grounded, the emitter of the transistor
Q3 is grounded via the resistor R21, and the resistor R20
is provided between the collector of the transistor Q3 and
the collector of the transistor Q2. In the embodiment of
the present invention, one positive and one negative two-
line lamp strip are driven by the bridge drive circuit, one
of the lamp strips is controlled by two of the transistors
in diagonal positions, and driving currents of the two lamp
strips are in opposite directions. Each of the sensing con-
trol signals received by the bridge drive circuit described
above is a pulse signal. When a pulse signal is received
by the bridge drive circuit at a certain time, the two tran-
sistors in the diagonal positions in the bridge drive circuit
are turned on at the same time, and the other two tran-
sistors are turned off. For example, two of the transistors
Q2 and Q5 are turned on, and the transistors Q3 and Q4
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are turned off. The bridge drive circuit outputs the driving
current in a first direction, the first lamp strip is lit, and
the second lamp strip is not lit. At the next time, the bridge
drive circuit receives the next pulse signal, the two tran-
sistors Q3 and Q4 are turned on, and the transistors Q2
and Q5 are turned off. The bridge drive circuit outputs
the driving current in a second direction, the second lamp
strip is lit, and the first lamp strip is not lit. The bridge
drive circuit controls, based on this cycle, the two lamp
strips to flash according to the pulse signals.
[0038] The control circuit 05 comprises the single-chip
microcomputer, capacitors C11, C12, and a crystal os-
cillator XY1. C11, C12 are respectively connected at one
end to the single-chip microcomputer, and grounded at
the other end. The crystal oscillator XY1 is arranged be-
tween C11 and C12, and is controlled by the single-chip
microcomputer to generate a pulse signal. The single-
chip microcomputer contains one or more program in-
structions, the one or more program instructions are con-
figured to execute and generate at least one mode of
sensing control signals, and a sensing control signal of
the next mode is generated according to a setting within
a predetermined period when the control circuit receives
the next sensing signal; the sensing signal includes the
infrared sensing signal, the audio sensing signal, and the
point control sensing signal; and the sensing control sig-
nal includes the infrared sensing control signal, the audio
sensing control signal, and the point control sensing con-
trol signal.
[0039] In this way, the embodiments of the present in-
vention can support three control approaches, namely
infrared sensing control, audio sensing control and point
control sensing control at the same time, which can great-
ly increase the control approaches of the lamp strip. Fur-
ther, in the same control approach, multiple modes of
sensing control can also be implemented by the program
instructions in the single-chip microcomputer of the con-
trol circuit, making the control more flexible.
[0040] The embodiments of the present invention can
support three control approaches, namely infrared con-
trol, sound control and manual control at the same time,
which can greatly increase the control approaches of the
lamp strip and make the control more flexible.
[0041] Although the present invention has been de-
scribed in detail above with the general description and
particular embodiments, on the basis of the present in-
vention, some modifications or improvements can be
made thereto, which would have been obvious to those
skilled in the art. Therefore, these modifications or im-
provements made without departing from the spirit of the
present invention all fall within the scope of protection of
the present invention.

Claims

1. A combined lamp strip controller, comprising:

a power supply circuit, a control circuit, an infra-
red transmitting circuit, an infrared receiving cir-
cuit and a drive circuit, wherein the drive circuit
is a bridge drive circuit;
the power supply circuit is configured to provide
working power for each circuit in the combined
lamp strip controller, and the infrared transmit-
ting circuit, the infrared receiving circuit and the
drive circuit are connected to the control circuit
in an integrated manner;
the infrared transmitting circuit is configured to
continuously transmit an infrared signal to a
lamp strip so as to form an infrared sensing area
near the lamp strip;
the infrared receiving circuit is configured to re-
ceive the infrared signal reflected by an outside
person or object in the infrared sensing area and
generate an infrared sensing signal;
the control circuit is configured to receive the
infrared sensing signal, and generate an infra-
red sensing control signal after being triggered
by the infrared sensing signal; and
the drive circuit is configured to drive the lamp
strip to switch a lighting mode according to the
infrared sensing control signal.

2. The combined lamp strip controller of claim 1, further
comprising an audio receiving and amplifying circuit
connected to the control circuit in an integrated man-
ner, wherein
the audio receiving and amplifying circuit is config-
ured to form an audio sensing area near the lamp
strip, receive an audio signal in the audio sensing
area, and amplify a received audio signal to form an
audio sensing signal;
the control circuit is configured to receive the audio
sensing signal, and generate an audio sensing con-
trol signal after being triggered by the audio sensing
signal; and
the drive circuit is configured to drive the lamp strip
to switch the lighting mode according to the audio
sensing control signal.

3. The combined lamp strip controller of claim 2, further
comprising a point control circuit connected to the
control circuit in an integrated manner, wherein
the point control circuit is configured to receive a
point control operation signal and convert the point
control operation signal into a point control sensing
signal;
the control circuit is configured to receive the point
control sensing signal, and generate a point control
sensing control signal after being triggered by the
point control sensing signal; and
the drive circuit is configured to drive the lamp strip
to switch the lighting mode according to the point
control sensing control signal.
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4. The combined lamp strip controller of claim 3, where-
in the control circuit is provided with a single-chip
microcomputer containing one or more program in-
structions, the one or more program instructions are
configured to execute and generate at least one
mode of sensing control signals, and a sensing con-
trol signal of a next mode is generated according to
a setting within a predetermined period when the
control circuit receives a next sensing signal; a sens-
ing signal comprises the infrared sensing signal, the
audio sensing signal, and the point control sensing
signal; and the sensing control signal comprises the
infrared sensing control signal, the audio sensing
control signal, and the point control sensing control
signal.

5. The combined lamp strip controller of claim 4, where-
in the audio receiving and amplifying circuit senses
an intensity of the audio signal to generate the audio
sensing signal of a different intensity; the control cir-
cuit generates the audio sensing control signal of a
different intensity according to intensity of the audio
sensing signal; and the drive circuit controls a lighting
frequency of the lamp strip according to the intensity
of the audio sensing control signal.

6. A combined lamp strip control method, comprising;
providing, by a power supply circuit, working power
for each circuit in a combined lamp strip controller;
connecting, by a control circuit, an infrared transmit-
ting circuit, an infrared receiving circuit and a drive
circuit in an integrated manner;
continuously transmitting, by the infrared transmit-
ting circuit, an infrared signal to a lamp strip so as to
form an infrared sensing area near the lamp strip;
receiving, by the infrared receiving circuit, the infra-
red signal reflected by an outside person or object
in the infrared sensing area;
generating an infrared sensing signal after a reflect-
ed infrared signal is received by the infrared receiv-
ing circuit;
generating, by the control circuit, an infrared sensing
control signal after being triggered by the infrared
sensing signal; and
driving, by the drive circuit, the lamp strip to switch
a lighting mode according to the infrared sensing
control signal, the drive circuit being a bridge drive
circuit.

7. The combined lamp strip control method of claim 6,
further comprising:

forming, by an audio receiving and amplifying
circuit connected to the control circuit in an in-
tegrated manner, an audio sensing area near
the lamp strip, receiving an audio signal in the
audio sensing area, and amplifying a received
audio signal to form an audio sensing signal;

generating, by the control circuit, an audio sens-
ing control signal after being triggered by the
audio sensing signal; and
driving, by the drive circuit, the lamp strip to
switch the lighting mode according to the audio
sensing control signal.

8. The combined lamp strip control method of claim 7,
further comprising:

receiving, by a point control circuit connected to
the control circuit in an integrated manner, a
point control operation signal and converting the
point control operation signal into a point control
sensing signal;
generating, by the control circuit, a point control
sensing control signal after being triggered by
the point control sensing signal; and
driving, by the drive circuit, the lamp strip to
switch the lighting mode according to the point
control sensing control signal.

9. The combined lamp strip control method of claim 8,
wherein the control circuit executes and generates
at least one mode of sensing control signals by
means of one or more program instructions con-
tained in a single-chip microcomputer, and a sensing
control signal of a next mode is generated according
to a setting within a predetermined period when the
control circuit receives a next sensing signal; a sens-
ing signal comprises the infrared sensing signal, the
audio sensing signal, and the point control sensing
signal; and the sensing control signal comprises the
infrared sensing control signal, the audio sensing
control signal, and the point control sensing control
signal.

10. The combined lamp strip control method of claim 9,
further comprising:

sensing, by the audio receiving and amplifying
circuit, an intensity of the audio signal to gener-
ate the audio sensing signal of a different inten-
sity;
generating, by the control circuit, the audio sens-
ing control signal of a different intensity accord-
ing to intensity of the audio sensing signal; and
controlling, by the drive circuit, a lighting fre-
quency of the lamp strip according to the inten-
sity of the audio sensing control signal.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A combined lamp strip controller, comprising:

a power supply circuit (01), a control circuit (05),
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and a drive circuit (06), wherein the drive circuit
is a bridge drive circuit;
characterized in that if further comprises an
infrared transmitting circuit (02) comprising re-
sistors R12, R13, R14, a transistor Q1 and a
light source LED, wherein the resistor R13 is
connected to the base of the transistor Q1, the
emitter of the transistor Q1 is grounded, and the
resistor R12 and the light source LED are con-
nected to the collector of Q1, an infrared receiv-
ing circuit (04) comprising a capacitor C 10, a
resistor R10, and an infrared signal receiver
QP1, wherein one end of the capacitor C10 is
connected to a power output port and the other
end thereof is connected to the infrared signal
receiver QP1, one end of the capacitor R10 is
connected to the power output port and the other
end thereof is connected to the infrared signal
receiver QP1,
the power supply circuit is configured to provide
working power for each circuit in the combined
lamp strip controller, and the infrared transmit-
ting circuit, the infrared receiving circuit and the
drive circuit are connected to the control circuit;
the infrared transmitting circuit is configured to
continuously transmit an infrared signal to a
lamp strip so as to form an infrared sensing area
near the lamp strip;
the infrared receiving circuit is configured to re-
ceive the infrared signal originated from the in-
frared transmitting circuit and reflected by an
outside person or object in the infrared sensing
area and generate an infrared sensing signal;
the control circuit is configured to receive the
infrared sensing signal, and generate an infra-
red sensing control signal after being triggered
by the infrared sensing signal; and
the drive circuit is configured to drive the lamp
strip to switch a lighting mode according to the
infrared sensing control signal.

2. The combined lamp strip controller of claim 1, further
comprising an audio receiving and amplifying circuit
(08) connected to the control circuit, wherein
the audio receiving and amplifying circuit is config-
ured to form an audio sensing area near the lamp
strip, receive an audio signal in the audio sensing
area, and amplify a received audio signal to form an
audio sensing signal;
the control circuit is further configured to receive the
audio sensing signal, and generate an audio sensing
control signal after being triggered by the audio sens-
ing signal; and
the drive circuit is further configured to drive the lamp
strip to switch the lighting mode according to the au-
dio sensing control signal.

3. The combined lamp strip controller of claim 2, further

comprising a point control circuit (03) connected to
the control circuit, wherein
the point control circuit is configured to receive a
point control operation signal and convert the point
control operation signal into a point control sensing
signal;
the control circuit is further configured to receive the
point control sensing signal, and generate a point
control sensing control signal after being triggered
by the point control sensing signal; and
the drive circuit is further configured to drive the lamp
strip to switch the lighting mode according to the point
control sensing control signal.

4. The combined lamp strip controller of claim 3, where-
in the control circuit is provided with a single-chip
microcomputer containing one or more program in-
structions, the one or more program instructions are
configured to execute and generate at least one
mode of sensing control signals, and a next sensing
control signal of a next mode is generated according
to a setting of the control circuit within a predeter-
mined period when the control circuit receives a next
sensing signal; a sensing signal comprises the infra-
red sensing signal, the audio sensing signal, and the
point control sensing signal; and the sensing control
signal comprises the infrared sensing control signal,
the audio sensing control signal, and the point control
sensing control signal.

5. The combined lamp strip controller of claim 4, where-
in the audio receiving and amplifying circuit senses
an intensity of the audio signal to generate the audio
sensing signal of a different intensity; the control cir-
cuit generates the audio sensing control signal of a
different intensity according to intensity of the audio
sensing signal; and the drive circuit controls a lighting
frequency of the lamp strip according to the intensity
of the audio sensing control signal.

6. A combined lamp strip control method, comprising;
providing, by a power supply circuit (01), working
power for each circuit in a combined lamp strip con-
troller;
connecting, by a control circuit (05), an infrared
transmitting circuit (02) comprising resistors R12,
R13, R14, a transistor Q1 and a light source LED,
wherein the resistor R13 is connected to the base of
the transistor Q1, the emitter of the transistor Q1 is
grounded, and the resistor R12 and the light source
LED are connected to the collector of Q1, an infrared
receiving circuit (04) comprising a capacitor C10, a
resistor R10, and an infrared signal receiver QP1,
wherein one end of the capacitor C10 is connected
to a power output port and the other end thereof is
connected to the infrared signal receiver QP1, one
end of the capacitor R10 is connected to the power
output port and the other end thereof is connected
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to the infrared signal receiver QP1 and a drive circuit
(06);
continuously transmitting, by the infrared transmit-
ting circuit, an infrared signal to a lamp strip so as to
form an infrared sensing area near the lamp strip;
receiving, by the infrared receiving circuit, the infra-
red signal originated from the infrared transmitting
circuit and reflected by an outside person or object
in the infrared sensing area;
generating an infrared sensing signal after a reflect-
ed infrared signal is received by the infrared receiv-
ing circuit;
generating, by the control circuit, an infrared sensing
control signal after being triggered by the infrared
sensing signal; and
driving, by the drive circuit, the lamp strip to switch
a lighting mode according to the infrared sensing
control signal, the drive circuit being a bridge drive
circuit.

7. The combined lamp strip control method of claim 6,
further comprising:

forming, by an audio receiving and amplifying
circuit (08) connected to the control circuit, an
audio sensing area near the lamp strip, receiving
an audio signal in the audio sensing area, and
amplifying a received audio signal to form an
audio sensing signal;
generating, by the control circuit, an audio sens-
ing control signal after being triggered by the
audio sensing signal; and
further driving, by the drive circuit, the lamp strip
to switch the lighting mode according to the au-
dio sensing control signal.

8. The combined lamp strip control method of claim 7,
further comprising:

receiving, by a point control circuit (03) connect-
ed to the control circuit, a point control operation
signal and converting the point control operation
signal into a point control sensing signal;
generating, by the control circuit, a point control
sensing control signal after being triggered by
the point control sensing signal; and
further driving, by the drive circuit, the lamp strip
to switch the lighting mode according to the point
control sensing control signal.

9. The combined lamp strip control method of claim 8,
wherein the control circuit executes and generates
at least one mode of sensing control signals by
means of one or more program instructions con-
tained in a single-chip microcomputer, and a next
sensing control signal of a next mode is generated
according to a setting of the control circuit within a
predetermined period when the control circuit re-

ceives a next sensing signal; a sensing signal com-
prises the infrared sensing signal, the audio sensing
signal, and the point control sensing signal; and the
sensing control signal comprises the infrared sens-
ing control signal, the audio sensing control signal,
and the point control sensing control signal.

10. The combined lamp strip control method of claim 9,
further comprising:

sensing, by the audio receiving and amplifying
circuit, an intensity of the audio signal to gener-
ate the audio sensing signal of a different inten-
sity;
generating, by the control circuit, the audio sens-
ing control signal of a different intensity accord-
ing to intensity of the audio sensing signal; and
controlling, by the drive circuit, a lighting fre-
quency of the lamp strip according to the inten-
sity of the audio sensing control signal.
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